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From finding sports partners to medical case sharing: transforming 
ideas into reality

Asif Qasim    1,2

Dr Asif Qasim is a consultant cardiol-
ogist in London and a technology entre-
preneur. Here he shares his story of how 
he founded a medical knowledge plat-
form (figure 1), which now has around 1 
million members in 190 countries.

During my PhD (2002–2005) I discov-
ered networks such as MySpace and 
Naseeb and saw the potential of this 
technology for social good; and playing 
university tennis brought into focus the 
challenge of trying to play sport when you 
leave school and university and lose that 
structure and network. To tackle this, I 
developed  comenplay. com, a profile- based 
sport and exercise platform. This pre- 
Facebook community with the strap line 
‘Find people to play with’ gained partner-
ships with Sport England and many sports 
clubs and associations.  comenplay. com 
grew to over 25 000 members through 
these partnerships coupled with social 
media promotion and press exposure, 
for example, being featured as Time Out 
Website of the Week.

This experience allowed me to devise and 
quickly launch  g-  cardio. net—The Global 
Cardiology Network—while I was an Inter-
ventional Fellow in Milan in 2007. The 
website included forums, learning modules, 
chat, publications and cases. We also devel-
oped Digital Imaging and Communications 
in Medicine processing technology funded 
by a UK government business research and 
development grant that allowed members 
to share and discuss angiograms and 
medical images. At the time such matched 
grant funding was available from Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry regional bodies 
and has been replaced by Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs Research and Devel-
opment tax relief for projects in a business 
that require technological innovation with 
no guarantee of success.

 G-  cardio. net grew organically with 
revenue from industry over the next few 

years. This involved cardiology device 
and pharmaceutical companies sponsoring 
segments of the platform but without having 
direct access to the doctors or content. I was 
busy as a National Health Service (NHS) 
consultant and clinical director (CD) and, 
due to time pressures, had to limit my 
research and teaching commitments while 
maintaining only essential activities on  g-  
cardio. net.

It was when I finished my CD role 
that I tested the concept of MedShr: an 
app to empower doctors to use their own 
smartphone to share and discuss clin-
ical images and cases while protecting 
patient privacy. Workshops with doctors 
and medical students confirmed that 
case discussion is essential for doctors to 
learn from one another and share clinical 
knowledge. I pitched MedShr in 2014 
to Founders’ Forum, an invitation- only 
gathering of technology founders with 
companies valued over $500 million. I 
had discussed the concept of MedShr with 
Brent Hoberman, who started Founders’ 
Forum a few weeks prior to this, and 
although he invited me to the event, it 
was only a few minutes before the Rising 
Stars segment that I persuaded the organ-
isers to let me pitch. It was the very posi-
tive response from there coupled with the 
doctors’ enthusiasm that encouraged me 

to bootstrap the initial design and build 
and to bring together a team.

We launched MedShr from the Founders’ 
Factory Accelerator in September 2015 
as a high growth technology company 
(Supplementary Video). Membership has 
grown from the 1000 who tested it, to 10 
000 6 months later, 100 000 a year later 
and now over 1 million members. Around 
half the doctors are seniors—consultants, 
professors and general practitioners—
who post over half the clinical cases, using 
MedShr in a range of ways from virtual 
multidisciplinary meeting to teaching tool. 
In that sense MedShr is a success, with a 
positive impact on clinical practice that we 
know will benefit millions of patients. It is 
used by doctors in developing countries to 
connect globally with specialist colleagues 
and has been widely used doctors in the 
field in the refugee crisis.

I mentor tech company founders 
including NHS Clinical Entrepreneurs 
and emphasise the importance of under-
standing the scale of the opportunity, 
the competitor landscape and how your 
business will be funded—both in terms 
of investment and revenue. My top five 
tips for aspiring technology founders are 
in box 1. We developed MedShr to allow 
revenue from pharmaceutical and device 
companies using a very clean sponsorship 
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Figure 1 MedShr enables doctors to share and discuss clinical cases and connect using social 
network technology.
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Box 1 

Top tips for aspiring health tech entrepreneurs
1. Determine your ‘why’ and establish your vision.
2. Commit time and energy: even brilliant tech takes months to go to market and years to 

mature.
3. Share your ideas: success is in how you execute your plans, so you only need a non- 

disclosure agreement if you have intellectual property that can be protected.
4. Do deals: partnerships, sales, agreements and collaborations accelerate growth, 

stimulate ideas and test how you and your business are performing
5. Be resilient: every month you will have hundreds of conversations about your business 

but perhaps only 5% will get a great first time outcome.

model. Companies can sponsor a MedShr 
group, but no industry employee has 
access to the MedShr platform, content or 
doctors.

MedShr case discussion is increasing in 
depth as hundreds of national and specialist 
societies use the platform to connect their 
members. We have also jointly appointed 
MedShr- HEE Fellows with Health Educa-
tion England to develop the use of MedShr 
in formal training and accreditation. 
Recently released MedShr Messaging 
provides secure chat between members, and 
posting from the MedShr website members 
can now share PowerPoints and PDFs, 
allowing discussions on presentations, 
publications and clinical trials.

The real value of MedShr is in the clin-
ical insights from our members, as Sir 
Tim Berners- Lee said in 2018, ‘MedShr 
is a unique repository of medical knowl-
edge’. Explaining MedShr to investors 
and lay people has helped me to articu-
late this. If published papers and clinical 

guidelines tell doctors what to do, then 
case discussion shows them how to do 
it both in terms of procedures, devices, 
drugs and techniques and applying the 
evidence to individual patients or types of 
patients. This means MedShr has unique 
data reflecting real world medical practice 
and how this varies around the world.

We are now working with commercial 
and academic partners to use artificial 
intelligence and machine learning to apply 
social listening technology to MedShr. 
The first outputs from this will be trend 
analysis and data visualisations that will 
support healthcare strategy and planning. 
It will also allow better curation to show 
members the most relevant cases, content 
and news.

The MedShr team and our members 
have created something incredible that has 
tremendous power to improve healthcare, 
but it does feel like this is just the beginning. 
There are over 12 million doctors globally, 
and we plan to offer language localisation 

from next year and a range of new services. 
Our aim is for MedShr to be part of 
everyday clinical practice, connecting 
doctors, helping them to learn from one 
another for better clinical outcomes. All 
of this is directed to the real purpose of 
MedShr, the ‘Why’1—to improve health-
care and save lives .Figure 2
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